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"Official Science Often Lacks Humility":
Humor, Science and Technology in Levi's
Storie Naturalt
Ilona Klein
Loyola College, Baltimore
Nothing, ever, is for
everything has its price."
(Storie naturali)

free:

Primo Levi's third book, written under the pseudonym of
"Damiano Malabaila," was published for the first time in the fall of
1966 by Einaudi. Storie naturali is a collection of fifteen short stories
which represent the beginning of a new course in the author's
narrative. After the autobiographical Survival in Auschwitz of 1947
and his second book of 1963 The Reawakening-both dealing with the
Holocaust and its aftermath-Storie Naturali ("Natural Stories " not yet
published in English)' represented such a break in the literary pattern
established by Levi up to that point, that the author decided to use a
pseudonym. As he explained at a later date in an interview, Levi did
not feel ready in 1966 to see his name associated with "light, "
entertaining literature, for so far he bad written only about his
horrifying experiences in Auschwitz and his long, frustrating odyssey
back home. There has been much speculation about the meaning of
Levi's nom-de-plume, and interviews with the author have not shed
significant light on the matter. 2 At first, Levi stated that the name
chosen was merely coincidental. Asked by a journalist of the Italian
newspaper II Giorno to interpret the significance of "Damiano
Malabaila" for the readership, Levi explained on October 12, 1966 that
"Malabaila" is to be interpreted as "evil nurse," (a distortion of "mala
balia") for nature is turning sour, and after the tragic consequences of
racial laws and genocide it can no longer be seen as benevolent.
Nature is no longer viewed as compassionate and generous, but rather
contaminated by evil, and manipulated by immoral, commercial
principles. World War II left "an upside-down world" in its wake,
declared the author, "where fair is foul and foul is fair, [where]
professors dig with shovels, assassins are supervisors, and hospitals
kill" (fesio,669). By the time Einaudi reprinted Storie naturali in
1987, Levi's real name had replaced the pseudonym. On the back
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cover of the book however, there appeared another clarification for his
original nom de p ume. Damiano Malabaila had been used because the
author saw no co ' nection between the tragic historical events described
in Survival in Auschwitz and The Reawakening, and the overall mood
of the fifteen sh , rt stories in his third book. Later, the connection
between past and present became more evident for Levi, who consented to a reprint ith his name. Moreover, since some of the fifteen
short stories wer written or drafted during the same period in which
his first two b~oos were being published, this fact offered a line of
continuity betw n Levi ' s literary documents witnessing the Holocaust
and his creatio s of fantasy. Describing a "perversion" and a
"wickedness" of hature and of human nature in the introduction to the
1987 edition of torie naturali, Levi stated that Nazi crimes were the
most abhorrent, the most "threatening of the monsters created by
slumbering reason ," a point also reiterated in his later book The
I
Drowned and the, Saved.
In this essay I will focus on nine short stories, chosen as a
representative sarple of Storie naturali. In "Versamina, " Levi treats
the question of tJ e unethical use of drugs on people and on animals for
pseudo-scientific purposes, "Angelic Butterfly" echoes the horror of
Nazi medical exifriments in Auschwitz, "Quaestio de Centauris" deals
with the power of the psyche and its aggressiveness when reacting to
jealousy and pai . In a humorous group of four short stories ("The
Versifier," "Ch p Order," "StandardsofBeauty,•~ "Retirement"), Levi
not only demons ates his literary versatility and stylistic abilities, but
also shows a remarkably accurate, yet pessimistic, foresight into future
development of t~hnology. The short play "The Sixth Day" comically
portrays confusi n arising when conflicting bureaucratic and scientific
conditions exist, "Mnemagoghi" ("Things Which Stimulate Memories") criticizes e traditional fracture between the environment of
medecine and general public ignorance concerning scientific experiments. The fif een short stories deal with imaginary situations in
which technolog 1 science or reason have been stret~hed to their limits,
and the sad co~sequences of such negligence are described . The
author's scientifi_f. background was put to good use in the creation of
these science-fiction short stories. Levi deals with scientific developments which conititu te a threat to the survival of mankind; modem-day
Prometheus must acknowledge the boundaries of ethics when manipulating technolog;f and science.
In "Versami a," a central short story of this collection, we read:
"Pain cannot be cut out, and must not, because.it is our guardian. [ .
. . ] But it can nd be suppressed, or sHenced, because it forms a unity
with life, it is its caretaker" (SN, 124). The title "Versamina"
indicates a fictional organic chemical substance which transforms

sensations of pain into perceptions of pleasure. The story, which reads
as a horrifying nightmare, is set in Austria, ten years after the war,
when Jakob Dessauer returns to the Chemical Institute looking for his
old time friend, Dr. Kleber on a dreary, rainy foggy afternoon. The
gloomy, monotonous weather mirrors the dismal and cheerless
atmosphere of the Institute. Ironically Levi observes that chemists do
not live long and interesting lives, unlike librarians, archivists, or
museum guards who are in charge of preserving historical documents.
Indeed the author divides professions into two categories: those which
"destroy" and those which "preserve. Chemists belong to the former
category, for they manipulate and transform nature, and by so doing
they obliterate primordial matter. The reasons for these alterations are
sometimes unclear, as can be the ultimate research goals. A thread of
foolishness never spoils a chemist's work, writes Levi, talking about
the protagonist of "Versamina," Dr. Kleber (SN, 114): unethical,
senseless experimentation, fostered in foolishness, however, leads the
scientist to perfect the drug "versamina.
Primo Levi the chemist is at ease in this environment: he knows
well and writes effectively about the academic, experimental laboratory, with its busy and somewhat frustrated students; its detachment from
the outside world· the transformation and manipulation of the external
environment. All this he inserts in "Versamina," adding to the picture
gruesome descriptions of experiments on animals with the drug
versamina: the case of the German shepherd dog kept alive despite its
instinct to die. Levi is most likely raising issues regarding ethjcs in
scientific experimentation on humans as well as on animals. The
effects of versamina are similar to those found in cases of alcohol or
drug abuse: the brain, no longer capable of registering clear signals
from the central nervous system, longs for pleasurable sensations and
derives these from harmful components, as the drug assaults the
nervous system wjth false messages. Levi comments: " ... nothing
ever is for free: every thing has its price" (SN 118). "Yersamina'' is
a story that attacks the immoral use of science, or science for science's
sake. Dr. Kleber the chemist who invented the drug "versamina,"
dies after destroying all records of experimentation on people and
animals. It is unclear in the story whether he committed suicide, or
whether the drug itself killed him.
For a long time, Levi maintained that the fiction in Srorie narurali
is less profound than his testimony in the two preceding books.
However in these short stories his experience in Auschwitz also
surfaces in rnor or less apparent way . Clarifying the importance of
his Srorie naturali in an essay entitled "Beyond Survival," he wrote in
September of 1982:
ti

ti
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The content of the stories varies, and they were composed at
various times nd promptings. Some border on science fiction.
Some, howev r, are linked (perhaps unconsciously) to the
midrashic tra I ition of the parable. In "Angelic Butterfly," for
example, a ;· i scientist discovers that man is merely the
larval stage of another animal, the cocoon of the butterfly. He
never reach the moulting stage because he dies too soon.
Would moultihg perhaps change him into an angel, or into a
butterfly? tje scientist administers medicines designed to
accelerate moulting to a group of prisoners at a Lager.
However, the tum not into angels, but into monstrous, horrid
birds, incapab e of flight. They are then devoured by starving
citizens durin the days of the battle of Berlin. (BS 16)

"Angelica FarfallaJ" (" Angelic Butterfly") the fourth short story of the
collection, takes p ace three years after the facts described therein. 3
The plot builds slcpwly until all the pieces finally culminate and the
narrative mosaic is completed by the words of nineteen-year-old
Gertrud Enk, a secpndary character. Tormented sounds and pictures
of agony saturate the rigid and cold prose. Pseudo-scientific experiments are describ , closely resembling those perpetrated by Nazis
against Jews, gyps es, and twins in Auschwitz. Though they bear no
scientific foundati n and are based on depraved brutality, they are
considered to be fu uristic, explorative, and scientifically useful. The
central theme of" Angelica Farfalla" resides in the.theory expounded
by another charadter also headquartered in post-war Berlin, the
Presbyterian "Colo el"-namely that the fictional, Mephistophelean
Professor Leeb e bodies the essence of true science, because he
searched for the
ts and did not long for success. But in the last
paragraph of Levi' story, the Colonel contradicts his previous point
of view. On carefu I reading, there appears to be a connection between
the alleged death o Professor Leeb and the disappearance of the Nazi
Dr. Mengele. A ording to the official version given to police,
Professor Leeb han ed himself:

faf

"I am persua ed, however, that this isn't true," says the
Colonel, "beca use men like him give up only when faced with
failure, and he) instead, no matter how one judges this dirty
deal, has had I uccess. I believe that if we search well, we
would find him and perhaps not too far away; I think there
will be talk of lleeb again. (SN, 68)

Many Nazi doctors i'.lisappeared after the .war, only' to be found living
a free life in a foretn country, untouched by criminal justice. Even
today, the Simon ~esenthal Foundation is devoted to rooting out the

last war criminals yet to be identified because they live under false
names. The title, "Angelic Butterfly," is another reminder of the Nazi
Mengele, who was nicknamed the "Angel of Death" in Auschwitz.
There is nothing angelic in this short story, and the title deceives the
reader, as concentration camp inmates were deceived upon their arrival
in the Lager. It is vital that mankind learn from history, that such
deceptions never be allowed to occur again.
Another short story, "Quaestio de Centauris," does not treat
physical pain and its effects upon victims, but instead focusses on
psychological distress and its destructive consequences. With a very
classical beginning in. medias res the first-person narrator offers a
seemingly weU-docurnented history of centaurs, told in a solemn
language resembling that of Genesis. According to this account of
Creation, our world was given life out of primordial chaos. Love
between different elements carried life as a resuJt: Levi's imagination
runs free, for he humorously describes butterflies as the offspring of
flies and flowers, turtles as the descendants of rocks and bullfrogs,
seashells as the young of snails and polished stones. A sense of
serenity and balance permeates the beginning of the story. Trachi, the
two hundred and sixty-year-old centaur is the hub of all the narrative
threads which proc~ with linguistic devices characteristic of fables. 4
The contrasting tensions between that which is human, the everyday
tribulations of mankind, the pain of the diaspora and that which is
spiritually superior, the Lord's breath of life, and commitment to
Zionism converge in the mythical figure of a centaur. Trachi
,ymbolizes the worldly and the metaphysical, their interacting forces,
1e possesses intuition and telepathy unknown to humans. Obviously,
;cience cannot explain everything and the limits of its role and power
'orm the underlying topics of this short story. Levi states that
'Official science often lacks humility" (SN, 171): mankind may not
rbitrarily transform what nature offers, and become its owner. The
esults may be unknown or irreparable. Through ethical cooperation,
:ience and philosophy together must indicate the limits of knowledge.
cience alone is condemned to failure when a non-humanistic approach
, taken. The narrator s disregard for the deep love of his old-time
-iend Trachi for their adolescent neighbor Teresa De Simone forms
1e climax of the plot. Moreover, the protagonist lacks a clear
1derstanding of his betrayal of Trachi 's friendship: just as Francesca,
ho in canto V of The lnfemo tells Dante the Pilgrim that she bears
> fault for being in Hell 5 so here the protagonist disclaims responsility for accepting Teresa s sexual advances. Betrayed by his best
end, the centaur, furious with pain, runs away yearning for violence
d destruction. Again, there is a close parallel with another Italian
tssical masterpiece, Ariosto's Orlando Furioso. As Orlando, blinded
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by anguish and distress loses all dignity and lashes out in pain like a
wounded animal, ~imilarly Trachi allows instinct to overcome him,
and seeking reven°e he rapes a young mare in the same hollow in
which the narrator and Teresa consummated their passion. The last
pages of the story a e dotted with psychological and physical violence.
The serenity of the first pages has disappeared, and anguish replaces
the pleasant atmo here of the initial pastoral descriptions. An
interesting narrativ technique is devised, for the story of Trachi s fury
is told in retrospect, as reconstructed through the words of several eyewitnesses: just as th "I narrator" would not bear responsibility for his
actions, so he does ot assume the weight of telling the story himself,
although he knows ell what has happened, and why. As Paolo is
silent in Francesca \S canto, so is the centaur in the latter part of
"Quaestio de Centa~ris." And so the noble centaur loses out in the
end, and science is i capable of curing Trachi's fury. Levi leaves his
readers with a bitter taste and with many questions yet unanswered.
Physical and psy hological pain are dealt with very explicitly in the
short stories treatJ above, where all anguish is caused by the
scientists' lack of umility: these scientists recognize no ethical
boundaries, pushing the limits, regardless of consequences. Levi
further develops thi theme employing humor instead of dramatic
settings in a cycle of short stories, "starring" salesperson Simpson, of
NATCA, a Fort Kidr·wanee, Oklahoma-based firm which specializes
in patenting futuristi technological inventions. In fact, when Storie
naturali was first pu lished in 1966, the inventioAs described must
have appeared futuri tic. Today, however, many of these SimpsonNATCA machines have either been devised, or no longer seem to
belong to the realm of science fiction . Paradoxically, humor is
employed as fulcrum in lhis cycle of five short stories "II Yersificatore," "L'ordine a bu , n mercato," "La misura della bellezza," "Pieno
impiego," and "Trat men to di quiescenza." Although salesman
Simpson does not ap
as one of the characters in "Alcune applicazioni de! Mimete," it lso can be added legitimately to what I call the
"Simpson-cycle," for \it is directly connected to one of the Simpson
stories.
The events of "II ersificatore," ("The Versifier") a short play,
take place in 1960, d the story is narrated a posteriori two years
later, with a humorou , surprising end. Readers must bear in mind
that while the sixties ere a time of great prosperity in the United
•
States, Italy was only starting to reap the first social and economic
gains of a new politica line in the mid- and late fifties. The protagonist of the story, kno n as the "Poet," reels tension between the
intellectual freedom an ; bohemian lifestyle for which he longs and his
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need for a lucrative job. Immediately Levi demolishes the myth of
poeta-vates, because the versifier machine which the "Poet" buys for
his office can compose poetry just as efficiently as any human being,
if not better, at the mere turn of a handle. By imitating lyric styles
from different epochs, it produces marketable and enjoyable verses.
Levi's literary ability is manifest in the story: various poetic forms
compositions with allegorical or didactic scope, dot the story.
"Among batrachians, here's for you the toad,
An ugly yet useful amphibian.
(... )
On the banks it hides,
At its sight I tremble and wonder.
Warty are its belly and back,
Yet it devours worms, by gosh!
(. .. )
See how under filthy veils
Virtue often hides. (SN, 46)

Perhaps his foresight was correct: even though today no machine can
autonomously create coherent texts in poetry and prose the introduction of word-processors, with fast-computing spellers and grammar
correctors already inserted in most programs, may lead in time to
machines that will compose as the versijicat0re does, also taking into
consideration poetic parameters and metric and lyric fashion. In fact,
today's poet can no longer afford to be a starving artist, and is
practically forced to take advantage of technology in order to stay
afloat as an intellectual. ln the sixties, the figure of the bohemian
intellectual so popular in the nineteenth century had died , for now
individuals were politically involved in the progress of society and
human rights.
Humorously exploiting social stereotypes, Levi lets
women resist technology in most of these short stories. For instance,
the "Poet's" secretary strongly resists any attempt to learn how to use
the versifier machine to her advantage. As a matter of fact, her
antagonistic reaction to the machine represents a parody of feminine
jealousy. The "Poet" is seen as male-master-boss and the female
secretary is afraid of losing her position to the machine in his
entourage. The author seems to enjoy sterotyping characters throughout this collection of short stories, and social role models and
expectations are subtly ridiculed. In fact, when the secretary finally
is reassured that her role will remain intact even with the machine next
to her in the "Poet's" office, she familiarizes herself with its functions,
satisfied that her territory has not been invaded.
In the case of the versifier, not only does science threaten to
overcome man's inventiveness by appropriating certain human
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functions, but also ·sks damaging relationships between human beings,
establishing uneve competition between men and machines. Levi
admonishes us to eep pace with technology, but not to let it control
our lives-technol~y for men, not men driven by technology at too
fast a pace. For t stance, the "Poet's" secretary holds a degree in
Italian literature
often contributes suggestions to her boss's
compositions, in ad~ition to proofing his texts. Nevertheless, she feels
threatened by the vt rsifier. Symbolically, this portrays the danger of
machines becoming more and more efficient, to the point that no
person can feel assured of his or her position in society: machines have
replaced people in 3tsembly lines, people are laid off because machines
cost less than man- wer, technology is fast and efficient. Levi warns
us that technology will never replace the beauty and difficulties of
human interaction, but may initiate a sad decline in intellectual
creativity. The su 1rise-ending, the epilogue of the play, is humorous,
but sarcastic. The Poet" speaks, facing the audience:

fd

I've owned the ersifier for two years now. I can't say that it's
already paid fo itself, but it has become indispensable to me.
It has proven t be very versatile: in addition to relieving me
of a great shar~of my commitments as a poet, it takes care of
my book-keepi g, payrolls, it notifies me of deadlines and it
takes care of m correspondence as well. As a matter of fact,
I taught it to ~ mpose in prose, and it's very good at it. The
text which you 'ave just heard, for instance, is the product of
its work. (SN, 5~)
_ .
Why then should

thesecretary not be paranoid about this versifier?!

Will we train machiµes, and let them write our stories for us?
As mentioned earlier, Primo Levi shows great literary versatility:
he is a true hum st, a man deeply interested and well versed in
scientific and lite
topics. These qualities surface here, for Levi the
chemist becomes Le i the poet without any noticeable fracture. He is
trained in scientific
well as in literary terminology: Another two
poems from the sa e short story will emphasize the author's skills.
In the first instance, the knobs on the versifier machine are set for:
title: "Autumn on e Riviera"; metric: hendecasyllables, sonnet;
register: elegiac; tim : around the beginning of this century.
I like to str~ again along these ancient,
Fresh paths r,vhose pavements are undone, •
Heavy with !he smell of figs in autumn
And of hidd n moss in little hollo"'s.
I follow the blind path of caterpillars,
Trace the se{;ret ways of cats,
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Trail footprints of old events,
Of spent achievements, of crazy thoughts,
Of friars, of boastful men, and of grave diggers,
And incorrectly I recall
Memories of fleeting encounters
With heretics and people self-learned.
Two circuits are burned
We're stuck on the rhyme in "-urned'
And so we've become mentally turned.
Come, Mr. Simpson, quickly be concerned
Come to me with instruments atturned
Change the connection burned,
Eight-thousand six-hundred and seventeen numberned.
Fix it, and many thanks earned. (SN, 53)
And pere is another example, in which no lyric variables are pre-set by
the Poet, who lets the machine's fantasy run loose:
Oh, to bring a young woman to bed:
There's nothing better than that, I've been told.
I wouldn't mind trying it out,
It would be a new experience for me:
But for her, poor thing, what a torture!
This frame is too hard
Brass, bronze, cast iron, bakelite:
Reaching out her hand, she finds a bolt;
Puckering up her lips, she finds a metallic brush;
She clutches me at her breast and gets a shock. (SN, 49)
Although the author is obviously enjoying his funny, literary exercises,
the message is clear: machines and technology can help man, provided
men control the machines.
Credit must be given to Levi for his great technological and
scientific foresight in 1966. If this is a representative glimpse of what
was considered science fiction only twenty-three years ago, then we
should all give it serious thought. The self-diagnosis test run by the
versifier before producing its poems is astonishingly similar to that of
today's computers.
While the first story of the "Simpson cycle" is written as a play,
the other short stories are not. In "L'ordine a buon mercato" ("Cheap
order") American salesman Simpson plays with his enticing American
accent to encourage sales of the "mimete" machine. Doesn't Europe
look to the United States for new technology and machines, anyhow?
The "mimete" machine creates, and so does science: it is not a mere
matter of imitating nature. The "mimete" will create order from
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chaos, quite a GodLJike activity. As a matter of fact, a chemist' s main
job is also to creat order from chaos, as Levi points out in the chapter
"Silver," of The eriodic Table . A chemist must clearly analyze
matter, and be ab! to separate components to return to the original
elements of an ag regate. For the "I-narrator" using the "mimete"
machine, the princi al issues, of course, become efficiency of time and
monetary gain . Si ce bills cannot be reproduced by the "mimete, " the
protagonist decidel to recreate a batch of diamonds in geometrical
progression. The one of this experiment wavers between scientific
reflections and re nerative considerations, and all the while several
new diamonds are retrieved from the "mimete" machine amidst a
pungent odor similf to a somewhat smelly , newborn baby (SN, 84).
In his God-like effqrt, the "I narrator" rests on the seventh day.
Genetic manipu ation is another contemporary theme addressed by
Levi in Storie natu -pli, for spiders women and men are duplicated by
the machine, too (" Alcu ne applicazioni del Mimete"-"Some Applications of the Mi met " is the title of another short story) . Scientists,
chemists, genetic joJogists, medical doctors must be flexible and
open-minded when exploring new horizons, and , of course, cost,
quantity and quali t of production are very important. However,
human consideratio I s should be of paramount importance, and never
should science obliterate the nature of humanity. As a matter of fact,
in this respect sale man Simpson's reaction is very sound, because
when the protagoni~t suggests the possibility of duplicating a human
being, Simpson r~cts abruptly and negatively , -surprising the "I
narrator" who cannot understand why Simpson -does not want to
cooperate in this exJri ment, thereby breaking the basic business rule
"II cliente ha sempfe ragione" - "The customer is always right. "
Simpson's "petty mo al ist scruples" (SN, 89) are actually a vox populi
which influences and guides (or should influence and guide) contemporary moral ethics in edicine and science. On a daily basis contemporary society faces ca es of surrogate motherhood , genetic laboratory
manipulation , and v+section whose inherent weigh t and consequences
must yet be understT and defined . The "I narrator~ does not want
to accept the fact tha;t these limits exist, and Levi offers the "moral"
of the story to his readers: the protagonist is incarcerated for one
month in the prison
San Vittore in Milan , and the firm NATCA,
producer of the "mi mete" machine, writes a disclaimer of responsibility together with the publication of a list of items excluded from
duplication , among lhich are money, art objects, plants, women and
men. The lesson? Sc~ence and technologY, are not God , creation from
chaos to order is neit!her human , nor scientific matter; when and if
achieved, it must be d ne with proper humHity, so that a God-like role
is neither acquired no encouraged.

9f
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ceived at first for the sick and the elderly, so that they would not
succumb to boredo 1 , the TOREC device turns out to be a means of
escaping reality, something to stare at for hours at a time. Unfortunately, this is a familfu.r situation for many of us. 6 The narrator is
powerfully successfu l in describing man's psychological dependence on
the TOREC machin , whose tapes have been fully commercialized and
categorized under
en different labels: white label "Art and Nature;"
red label "Power;" reen label "Encounters;" grey label "Epic;" blue
label "Super-ego;" ellow label "Mysticism and Religion;" black label
"Experimental." T e story "Trattamento di quiescenza" ends on a sad
note of dependency bn technology: the narrator has the last word, and
describes retired ksman Simpson as completely dependent on the
black label tapes, ,' sibly and rapidly aging in front of the TOREC
machine. This
of intellectual dementia caused by passive
acceptance of scienc and technology is what Levi believed possible in
a not too distant fut re. And sadly enough, we only need peek into a
video-games arcade o realize that what Levi predicted is happening all
too quickly: illusion created by machines are taking over reality. The
world of evasion o fered by television, videos, movies, electronic
games provides a c nvenient insulation for those who do not wish to
participate actively ·n the growth of society. Stereotypes are reinforced, social and litical isolation grow rapidly. To make the story
even more credible, the author uses an effective narrative technique,
for as soon as the PGOtagonist wears the TOREC helmet, prose, style,
verb tenses and nam!tive point of view change abruptly, and the reader
is suddenly plunged into the reality of the new tape whose different
variables must be qu ckly deciphered. In one instance, a tape is played
mistakenly in reve , so the protagonist-and the reader through
him-experiences th sensations of a parachute jump, however not only
in slow motion, but n reversed action, from final landing first, to the
beginning jump as trye last scene: a truly masterful literary description
on Levi's part. Thef leaps of narrative patterns are very effective and
require that the readFr be an active receptor of the story.
The final message of the "Simpson cycle" is a warning against
stretching the advantages of technology and science away from man's
needs. When considerations of monetary nature take over philosophical and moral princtples, man is left squalidly isolated from fellow
human beings, and 1s no longer interested in historical events. The
agnostic Levi quotb from Ecclesiastes 1: 18 in the penultimate
paragraph of Storie A.a.turali: "For in much wisdo~ is much vexation,
and he who increase~ knowledge, increa~s sorrow:" Technology can
induce dementia, produce boredom, create dependency, or kill
mankind, as in the clise of atomic bombs: in fact, Levi's novel If Not
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vow, When? (of 1982) ends with the image of Hiroshima disintegrating
n a blast of light and flame.
Not all the short stories in Storie naturali treat inherent dangers of
xhnology and science pushed too far. The short play "Il sesto
.iorno" ("The Sixth Day"), portrays with humor a council's laborious
1eeting. The members of the "Committee for the Construction of
,fan" must decide how best to create "man," whether he should be
mphibian, reptile, bird, mammal, and how best to contain production
osts while obtaining the most efficient final product. At the exact
1oment that the members have finally come to agree that "man" will
ea bird-like creature, a memo is received from the "hjgher ranks" to
1form members of the council that "man" actually will be merely
man" and human in nature, and offering no further explanation. This
!presents Levi's sarcastic comment on all the hours wasted in today's
>eiety, with committee meetings, social debates, brainstorming
!SSions in which we try to find creative solutions to problems, only
• be told later that for some bureaucratic reason the committee's
:commendations cannot be taken into consideration. Of course,
ustration, low morale and resignation permeate the end of "The Sixth
-ay," and the council's members accept more or less openly th'!
x:ision imposed from "above." And so, misused science and
chnology do not represent the only potential dangers for man: today,
Jreaucracy plays its role as well.
However, Levi was well aware of the isolation in which many
ientists operate. For example, in the short story entitled "Mnemagoli" ("Thlngs which Stimulate Memories"), the elderly Dr. Montento, MD has discovered a chemical process to create specific smells
·oking past personal events aod strong sensations associated with
em. At first, his young assistant Dr. Morandi is diffident and bored,
1t later he too becomes actively involved in the experiment and
:eides to create his own set of chemically evocative smells. Old
,ctor Montesanto (a funny character, one of those people who much
joy listerung to themselves) searches for spiritual answers, and is
nvinced that he will find them in memories. His life is isolated and
is incapable of dealing with the present. As with the TOREC
1chine, also in this case science seems to favor isolation and social
;engagement. As young Dr. Morandi becomes more fascinated and
>re involved in Dr. Montesanto's experiments, the reader notices a
ep psychological transformation: by the end of the story, he, too,
another Dr. Montesanto, interested in further researching the topic
artificial recreation of smells as mnemonic stimuli, and more
,l ated from his friends than at the beginning of the story. His initial
;picions of the older man have disappeared, as Dr. Morandi
1dually becomes absorbed by the same scientific interests. The vials
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of aroma created by 1 e two scientists are secretly hidden and no one
else is privy to these xperiments. No matter what role is played by
science today, it is i portant that the public always be familiar with
ethical and economic considerations facing scientists who must make
specific decisions, an6 that the results of any experiment be made
available to whoever f ishes to be informed.
We citizens of Western societies believe that artificial inventions,
machines, medical e~riments should aim at bettering society and
bringing well-being
individuals. However, practically, economic
factors almost always )ntervene, and science and technology today are
at the mercy of markding rules. When science and technology can no
longer exist ethically d independently , they are bound to fall prey to
manipulation, and inst d of preventing natural disasters, they actually
become a leading cau e for pollution, they create social isolation and
promote unethical mo , etary practices. In today's world there are not
many "natural stories " left. As citizens, we should widen our critical
and political in terpre tion, so as to make sure that no more TOREC
machines are built to insult our students' intelligence; that no more
laboratories hire mad
Leebs to carry out futile bio-genetic experiments on human tfasue that no more advertising standards dictate what
is beautiful and what · not in our communities.
These are the real dangers which Levi perceived for today's and
tomorrow's world. A an effective and secure antidote, he offered an
approach to science nd technology which favored more human
considerations: a humJ ni stic point of view which recommends that the
feelings of men and wbmen be taken into account and their needs met
first, and that such fact 1 rs prevail over economic considerations. Only
such a humanistic pers ective can help preserve the "natural order" of
things: it functions as a guideline for situations in which science and
technology have succ mbed to market demands, and posits a more
benign environment fo today's Western world.
To read Primo Le i's works is an unforgettable and enlightening
experience: his word , never abrasive and never dull, stimulate
thoughts and help us c , mprehend the complexity of tod.cy's social and
scientific issues. His opics intricate and elaborate, help bridge the
traditional gap betwee~ scientific environments and the world of the
humanities.

tq

f>r.

Reason and Ugh~
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Notes
1.

At the moment of this writing, Raymond Rosenthal is working on an
English version of Natural Stories. The published translation may or
may not contain all the short stories included in Levi's original
Italian volume. All translations are mine, unless otherwise noted.

2.

Personally, I am running a computerized program searching for
meaningful anagrams of "Damiano Malabaila," and have not yet
found acceptable variables. My appreciation goes to George Wright
of Loyola College in Maryland who has taken care of the technical
aspects of this computer search.

3.

A clear allusion to Dante's lines in the canto of the prideful,
Purgatory, X, 121-126: "O proud Christians, wretched and weary,
who, sick in mental vision put trust in backward step : are you not
aware that we are worms, born to form the angelic butterfly that flies
unto judgment without defenses?" (Purgatory I, 107).

4. The symbology of Levi's centaur will beco me clear some years later,
in "Argon," the fir t chapter of The P~riodic Table.
5.

See Hell, V, 100-06: "Love ... seized this one for the fair form that was
taken from me ... Love eized me so strongly with delight in him ... Love
brought us to one death" (Hell, 1,53. Singleton, 53). According to
Francesca's report to Dante, it was "love'' and "the book" that she
and her lover Paolo were re.ading that made them become sinful
lovers.

6.

It should be kept in minc.J, however, that in 1966 wh en this story was
first published Italian TV ("Mamma RAT") broadcast only from
5.30pm to 11pm, th ere were only 1wo channels, ancl all programs
--were-rrrblac and whit .

